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HISTORICAL RENT VS. VACANCY

> 	As expected, the Downtown Major Building Vacancy Index
plummeted over the course of Q1. The current rate of 3.37% is
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RECENT TRANSACTIONS

➢
> 	The overall office vacancy rate in Mountain View also showed
improvement over the past several months, dropping to
12.05%-- although much of this drop can be attributed to a few
major transactions in downtown. Lease rates remain generally
flat, though increases in asking prices have been seen in some
major buildings—whether this is yet justified in non-core
locations remains to be seen.

> Vendavo leased ±35,000 sf of R&D space
> NeuStar leased ±34,000 sf of office space in downtown Mtn View
> BMW North America leased ±14,000 sf of office space in Shoreline Park
> IMVU leased ±35,000 sf of office space in downtown Mtn View
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>	The local market for owner-user sale buildings (particularly
industrial properties) has tightened dramatically over the past
quarter with Google’s purchase of several smaller properties in
the general area of their campus.
> 	Despite continued improvement in the R&D market, asking
rates remain relatively flat, currently averaging just under $1.60
NNN. Vacancies have dropped to 12.75% following quarter of
solid leasing activity (over 330,000 sf of gross absorption).
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